
Unterwegs - En el camino

A cooperation between Theater Pfütze, Nuremberg/Germany and 
Teatro El Galpón, Montevideo/Uruguay

An international theatre production about migration and immigration. 
The first question we asked ourselves is: Why do we leave our homeland?
War, hunger and unemployment are reasons. The hope for a better future, for education, money.
Maybe we leave just because somewhere else it seems that the colors shine brighter and the weather is 
more beautiful. Or we fall in love with a person who lives far away and all we want is to be near that 
person; there are infinite possibilities.
                                                                  
This question was the starting point. We began to improvise with phrases like "I want to grow roots here" 
or "I want to offer myself a little joy" and many others. We improvised with words, body, sounds, songs 
and musik. Each with his or her background, in his or her language and/or in English. Dominik Vogl the 
composer of the music in this play was allways part of the improvisation process.
Out of this we developed "Unterwegs – En el camino", what means so much as "On the way". It is a 
theatre production built from images, a collage about leaving one's homeland, the journey between here
and there, the arrival, the integration into a new society. The play approaches migration and 
immigration in theatrical, verbal, body-linguistic and musical forms. It looks at all those topics from 
various angles.
Three actresses, three actors, six languages – that sounds Babylonian and at the same time, it's an image
of today's society in which different cultures merge with each other. 
But those who watch and listen carefully will comprehend and feel the essence of "Unterwegs - En el 
camino" without the need to understand all the spoken words. And in the end there is always the 
universal language of the music (played live on stage) that will make a deeper understanding possible.

Direction: Marcelo Diaz
Musik / Composition: Dominik Vogl
Scenery/Props/Costums: Andreas Wagner
Artists on Stage: 
Elisa Merkens, Sofia Lara, Anael Bazterrica, Pablo Pipolo, 
Juergen Decke, Christof Lappler, Dominik Vogl

Premiere February, 28, 2019 in Montevideo, Uruguay 
Premiere November, 08, 2019  in Nuremberg, November 2019 



Coproduction between Theater Pfütze in Nürnberg, Germany and 
Teatro El Galpón in Montevideo, Uruguay
https://www.theater-pfuetze.de
http://www.teatroelgalpon.org.uy

Link to trailer with english subtitles:
https://youtu.be/yE1CJIAM0AY

Link to full Video of "Unterwegs - En el camino" 
(please respect that the video is for intern use only): 
https://youtu.be/rsy9hHAyykY

Link to the Playdescription:
Download Pictures:
https://www.theater-pfuetze.de/theaterstuecke/pfuetze-theater-fuer-kinder-jugendliche-und-
erwachsene/enelcamino.html

Link to technical Rider:
https://www.theater-pfuetze.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Tech_Rider_Unterwegs-En_el_camino_English.pdf

Link to contact information:
https://www.theater-pfuetze.de/theaterstuecke/pfuetze-theater-fuer-kinder-jugendliche-und-
erwachsene/enelcamino.html

Pictures: ©Wolfgang Keller

Contact Theater Pfuetze: Elisa Merkens, merkens@theater-pfuetze.de. 
Aeusserer Laufer Platz 22, 90403 Nuremberg, Germany
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